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Abstract

The global population is aging at an unpredicted rate with a high decline in fertility. Many of the European Union and Asian countries experience highest life expectancy as compared to the rest of the world. The changing age structure in developing countries has yet started to give an alarming situation. This paper will analyse the possible changes in certain variables including labour force participation, pension system and retirement age. Special emphasis will be placed to a variety of demographic and policy forces that are of vital importance in evaluating the impact of population aging to stop gender discrimination in pension funds. It ends with some policy options dedicated to forming active policies that are essential in coping with the rapidly increasing number of elderly in the world.
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Introduction

The social and economic ogf population aging is a a worldwide phenomenon, with the median age of the world population forecast to rise to 38.1 years in 2050 from 26.7 years in 2000 (Goldstein 2009). This problem has never been pronounced until the population in countries ceased to grow with high level of life expectancy and low level of fertility. This treatment strats a new discussion with a concominant approach of social, economic, medical, political, sociological and other aspects of aging to the literature and each of this phenomenon is reenforced by one another. Yet the length of time of life expectancy differ in country level, every country try to find out an appropriate, significant and sustainable solution either due to their economic or social adherence. Several other problems are drawn about the role of elderly aged and their identity in societies like health, persistance of unemployment, occupational difficulties, social security, savings and earnings. To overcome this burden of dependency of old aged people, fundamental policy decisions as well as creative activities associated with the supportive approaches of a wealthy aged population should be produced. Especially, public and private pensions with beneficial social security schemes must be restructured in return for a rapid rise in elder people and working population.

The purpose of this article is to identify existing debates on population aging and older aged people with its pros and cons. The main objective of the research is to identify the principle social, economic and medical problems associated with population aging and to evaluate the policies and threats subject to problems emerging in aging. Therefore, the paper is constituted in four domains to analyze population aging from economic and social stratification. Each section tries to explain the pros and cons of aging from its own perspective and attitude: (2) demographic bacground of population aging and its sources; (3) fertility, life expectancy and age composition; (4) demographic and age structure changes and macroeconomic challenges of the aged and (5) social security, pensions and health incentives at retirement.

Demographic background of population aging

For much of the past decades, the populations of many countries, especially in OECD countries have started to face with ageing term. This demographic shock and unexpected degree on population issues become a worldwide phenomenon and has been sparked by providing policies and commonwealth programs in those countries. The baby-boom generation is getting older with a lower fertility and higher longevity. The international debates about demographic
changes have almost placed in the first rank of the government’s population policies. The unexpected change in the age structure of the countries is certainly so dramatic that the economic effect of population aging may damage the living standards of elderly. The number of people over the age of 65 is estimated to reach 1 billion by 2020 and approximately 2 billion by 2050, which represents 22 per cent of the world’s population. The ratio of people aged 65 or over is approximately 13 percent of the OECD population now, which was doubled due to 1950’s generation. In 50 years from now, this percentage is expected to increase more than 25 percent. Those elderly people are not growing rapidly but also their longevity has increased. As the length of healthy elder increases, social security programs as well as pension funds must be restructured in regards to working population. Since the number of years lived increases, the working age of the elder should be put in balance to avoid the unravelled excess supply of old-age people.

There are many studies in the literature, including this one, showing that increasing population aging and declining fertility rates in the world are the critical issues. Population is a core determinant for development and if the life span is structured, old age begins in 60s which is the crucial age for retirement. From this time, the economic dependency will start till the end of their life. Of course, the policies influence the effect of aging on economic well-being of the older people. Further, the transfers from the working people to the retired are required, but it brings obstacles in many productive fields and their economical well being is lost. In regards to this, many of the younger people would be responsible for their older parents dependency. Since the demographic, social and economical changes have shown an alarming situation, the new legal and cultural efforts must be taken into account either by ceasing age discrimination or by enhancing older people to prolong workforce participation. Otherwise, the problem of social pension programmes and labor supply deficiencies will arise. Among the most commonly used policy change is to regulate the social pension programs for retirement age. The major aim of these programs is to increase the share of older people who will benefit from coverage in their retired age. On the other hand, the debates about population aging need to focus on labor supply deficiencies and social pension programmes. In many countries, the early retirement from the workforce is induced, but reverting the fertility ratio or enhancing women to enter the labor force is often overlooked. If the main aim is to maintain the current level of labor supply in the labor market, countries would consider the productivity loss related to early retirement.
Consequently, encouragements to rise women’s labor force participation be a solution for a significant growth in labor supply in all countries.

However, with this face of difficulties, there is more need for a substantial social protection program that specially addresses the requirements of older people in the wake of population aging. Although the projections demonstrate that the long term consequences of age population aims to increase the fertility rate and regulate the pension arrangements with adaptation of new standards, lack of financial constraints and political instabilities on health care system limit to change the current programmes. Since the countries could not tackle the demographic change with the reforms, there would be a gap between assessing the needs of older people and meeting those needs they require. In order to reduce this wedge, many countries are now reinforcing the improvement of current pension systems. As a result, workers could save for their retirement life. Countries might not be able to cover the full of needs of old people, but they could assess the steps, re-design the programmes and change the situation to win-win scale. The results of the countries confirm the diversity of demographic changes in regards to policy challenges related to aging and pension system. All in all, the risk revealed by population aging might not bring a negative impact on social and economic trends if the essential policies are implemented. On the contrary, population aging would become a challenge. The countries values and reliances would encourage people to adapt the new arrangements, but embracement the programs from one country to another must be meshed alike countries’ precisions. As noted at the outset, policy makers should take consideration of these solutions in days to come.

The projections show that the long-term consequences of demographic change should be treated by social policy-makers and politicians whose temporal perspective exceeds the nearest election, with due attention. The changes in social policies aiming at an increase in fertility, increase in labour force participation and reforms of pension systems are at the core of the strategies for the adaptation of social and economic systems to the new demographic patterns. Demographic change cannot be tackled with marginal or partial reforms. On the contrary, the reforms needed to compensate the population decline and ageing will be painful, will affect the entire populations and will reshape the social situation of the next generations. The results also confirm the diversity of demographic and economic activity patterns in Europe: policy challenges related to ageing and its labour market consequences are not expected to be very dramatic in Scandinavia, but they are going to be profound in the South. Especially in
countries like Greece, Italy and Spain, a combination of low fertility and low labour force participation may be very unfavourable in the long run.

As the main determinants of aging are known as decrease in fertility rates and increase in mortality rates, population aging will show an exponential rise on the earth. If the aging is accepted as a loss, this global aging is an alarm for governments and policy makers. The World Health Organization drew more comprehensive picture since late 1990s. Healthy and active aged population as well as their participation in all parts of life are the major aging policies of WHO (2011) although there is a contradiction posited between longevity and economic development. What is responsible for the above phenomenon is that social protection to their health needs with sustainable pension system is required to provide continuance of sustainable growth. Yet, economic impact of aging in the world is utterly to be negative. Not only will the cost of older care and financial securities but also decline in personal savings, retirement entitlements and instability in labour market provide severe problems. As the economic development depends on consumption and investment; if one of them shrinks, the stock of assets will decrease. Since the income is more influential in determining the life cycle of an individual, elder ones spend most of their income on medical and health care compared to young cohorts. Therefore, preferences vary across age groups and as a result, consumption will tend to decline in older ages, which will affect economic growth negatively. As a result, long-term demographic and economic scheduling must be handled to highlight the policies that governments will follow revealed by demographic tendencies.

**Fertility versus life expectancy: demographic pre and posts**

Female social and economic status leads to a decline in birth giving as well as fertility rates. For an individual woman, the better the socioeconomic standing in the society, the equal status in the work life at least in some jobs. For a society, if women’s role and statues start to increase by access to education and employment, the society becomes neutral in gender issues and traditions lose its significance. As a result of this, children preference decline. Thus, a decline in fertility of very young affects the age composition as does a decline in mortality rates (Coale, 1972). After 19th century, especially in under-developing and developed countries, increase in life expectancy could result in a significant increase in the number of young cohorts. But increase in longevity at higher ages will result in a high number of older aged people in
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population. Moreover, when the fertility is low, even immortality could produce a high ratio of older population. Therefore, attention is being directed to changes in biological properties associated with aging. Increase in life expectancy at advanced years may increase the problems associated with population aging which will cause a burden in supporting the older population either in labor market or in undergoing health issues. So pro-longation of later life reenforced the need for governmental provision of support of the aged people and aged support system. In this respect, more importance of the aged structure as a fundamental governor of the proportion of beneficiaries to contributors must be stressed and implication of sub-replacement fertility for future generations should be evaluated.

With regards to the social and economic conjuncture, more employment experience and higher occupational position start to weaken the traditional gender roles because working experience and educational opportunities give more confidence and economic independence to women in most of the countries which increase their capabilities in work force as well (Bolzendahl and Myers, 2004). Women who have higher occupational positions in the labor market are expected to have fewer children or even no children because they are more likely to participate in social and economic environment than their female counterparts and think that children would mitigate their future career possibilities. Becker and Barro (1988), Becker and Tomes (1976), Becker and Murphy (1988) developed a theory of fertility, investment in human capital and public-sector education which yields to a theory of economic growth. But they all forgat to take aging-structure into account. Therefore, education tends to rise women’s empowerment and enlightenment by providing better opportunities in work life. All in all, as gender equality is more acceptable and applicable between men and women, it affects women’s expectations, social and economic life as well as status in the society. But the result would be a decrease in fertility rates overall. In turn, fertility decision of women will affect the number of children in the population and the future of them when they are young enough to be in the labour force. At the global level, the shift from high fertility to low fertility will reinforce economic development by rising aging. But that is the only expected consequence of the picture. Considering the fact that fertility rates in nearly most of the countries are falling as a result of voluntary preferences of people there will be destabilizing elder cohorts in the future. Efforts are being made-especially in the countries where the percentage of older people is higher like EU countries.

In Turkey, fertility history is distinctive from EU countries. At the beginning of the 20th century, fertility has been started to decrease but later with some health policies collateral with Ministry of health, total fertility rate is expected to increase in 10 years period. Therefore, in
Turkey, much of population aging is due to low fertility and age distributions including the tiny baby boom. Figure 1 presents the Total Fertility Rate in Turkey from 1928 to 2013. The figure combines several sources of information. The biggest drop in fertility occurred in 1933 in Turkish Independence war period as well as during the economically and politically difficult years after it. The decline never slowed down after that, but nevertheless, in 2000 Total Fertility Rate fell below replacement level of 2.3 births per woman and stayed at the level of around 2 births per woman for the next 13 years.

**Figure 1**: Total fertility rate in Turkey, 1924-2013

![Graph showing Total Fertility Rate (TFR) and replacement rate](image)

Source: TUIK, 2013.

Indeed, it is not surprising that periods of high uncertainty of economic instability and socio-economic crisis have a negative impact on fertility. Therefore, decrease in fertility will lead to population aging which affects not only Turkey, but all industrialized countries. As Table 1 shows below, the ratio of people aged 65 and over in the OECD will increase from 13 percent to more than 20 percent within the next 20 years. Among the seven large OECD countries, the aging will be mostly expected in Germany, and the least influenced countries will be United Kingdom and the United States. In Germany, the ratio of elderly people will increase nearly to more than a quarter of the population within the next 20 years.
### Table 1: Elderly population aged 65 and over in largest OECD Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>1950</th>
<th>1980</th>
<th>1990</th>
<th>2040</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>23.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>22.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>26.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average OECD</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: OECD, 2013.

As of shown in Figure 2 below, from the beginning of 2000, it is observed that the share of young cohorts in total population is quite close to each other. Moreover, the age structure of Turkey is seen to be similar to the countries that have stable age structure. This result shows that the size of the population will start to stagnate gradually from that year. Based on the population pyramid shown in Figure 2, the level of mortality is changing very rapidly. The period 1935 and 1965 draws an attention to the high rate of mortality in Turkey. After 1970, the rapid contraction in population pyramid starts to disappear and since 1990s, the mortality rate is even more slowly shrinking.

**Figure 2:** Population age groups by sex in Turkey, 1935-2030.
Demographic changes and macroeconomic challenges

According to literature, the rise in population decreases the economic growth of a country. In the beginning of 1990s, economists believe in a hypothesis that as the population increases, the economic growth increases (Bloom, Canning and Sevilla, 2003). Therefore, there is a complicated relationship between labour force and population aging with a significant decrease in fertility rates. The macroeconomic consequences of population aging in countries will generally vary due to people’s willingness to be in the labor market. The higher the labor supply among older people, the less leisure they will have which will lead to have difficulty in finding the appropriate occupations. For instance, to balance the works in the labor market, some works should be transferred from young cohorts to older aged people. It will also bring opportunities to elderly to cover their expenses in social security’s especially in care work and Medicare.

The human capital model which was formulated by Becker (1964) was modified by Becker and Chiswick (1966) in the lens of cost of investment in human capital to earnings potential. As of earnings forgone in investment within the time period, the human capital stock invested in the accumulation of human capital will maximize the value of the earnings over lifetime. Depending upon this context, aging is directly related with human capital stock and
changing valuations of income. As people move into the older age stage, no worth to say that their productive powers, capacity to work, capacity to find a suitable job and fulfilling the requirements of the jobs start to decline. The major factor of this decline is the state of human capital, physical and mental powers as well as psychological effects associated with the process of aging. As stated by Eisele (1974), the macroeconomic significance of population aging is directly affected by the size and the changes of the population describable as old.

Uhlenberg (1992) indicates that obstacles in providing the sustainable and suitable working conditions for older aged people will result with exploring their abilities and experiences. Sandell (1977 as cited by Uhlenberg, 1992) states that to struggle the discrimination older workers face, additional efforts are needed to reduce these challenges to obtain productive and sustained employment of old people. Zoubanov (2000) presents some forms as gradual transition to retirement for Germany, decreased working hours for France, hiring older workers for France and Germany. As specified, the fall in participation rates at young ages is a major phenomenon from supply-side and must be acquired special attention to increase the qualification in a labour market and productivity. However, the concerns about the low youth unemployment is an outcome of rising educational attainment and when this is combined with retirement age of 55, the turnover will be lower (Hoem, 2000). So in an aging society, special attention should be focused on decreasing job declines for young ages and increasing the labour force participation rates for older people.

By 2020, ILO reports that the labour force in Europe, Russia, East Asia (Japan, China, Singapore) and India will be lower than now (ILO, 2004a). The reason behind is the decrease in fertility rates and increase in older population. Other things equal, increase in fertility and labour productivity of older workers must be considered to overcome the problems. Yet, labour force is also important determinant as well as demographic trends for providing suitable solutions. Although larger part of the population becomes older, life expectancy keeps on increasing. Workers start to leave the labour force at younger ages, which brings more dramatic problems. As settings and data in the literature represent, labour force participation are utterly critical to forecast labour supply for the coming decade. Assumptions predict that the number of young cohorts in the share of the total population will be decreasing by 2050 especially in developing and under-developed countries; a development is necessarily required to compensate and guide these people for their older ages. Since the workers over 65 will be healthier and educated in the future, they can provide precious contribution either to economic growth or to the labour force. Not only in advanced countries but also in developing countries
as well, many elder cohorts want to continue their jobs with flexible hours of working instead of retiring. But will participation of old people in the labour force offset the decline in supply of labour and decline in labour productivity?

When Turkey is examined in this issue, labor force participation rates for men at aged between 25 and 54 declined while it declined sharply after aged 55 in the years of 1970 and 2000. But after 2000, labor force participation rates above age 55 increased slightly and men’s age at retirement likewise increased by 1.7 to 2.3 in 2010. But the trends for women are more complex in their labor force participation. Although their mean age at retirement has started to rise by 1.2 since 2000, they are still below men’s ratios. But declines in fertility rate have certainly affected the changing age distribution of the labor force, which indeed will show its significant contribution in future periods.

Regrettably, the labor force participation for both women and men are mitigating in Turkey since 2005. While it was 81 percent for men and 34 percent for women in the late 1980s, it dropped to 73 percent for men and 25 for women in 2012 as indicated in Figure 3. Of course, immigration from rural to urban areas within regions affects female labor force participation rates by not meeting the employment criteria. But the same cases are very welcoming situations in European Countries and this immigration does not evoke a significant effect on females’ like what women are facing in Turkey. For instance, Turkey has structural problems in solving these obstacles, which need urgent solutions in order to find thriving remedies for elder people.

**Figure 3**: The change in labor force participation rate. 1988 – 2008

![Figure 3: The change in labor force participation rate. 1988 – 2008](image)

Source: TUIK; 2010m, 2010n, 2010o.
There are many changes that will facilitate women’s and older aged people’s work. Government does not need to concentrate on distortionary incentives and try to provide plans depending on this issue, contrary that may be eliminated especially in social security plans. Ensuring more flexible work hours and allowance for older retirement will make it easier to continue working and to be in the labor market at least to cover their Medicare.

From another point of view, the effect of aging on productivity is not fast enough to pull up with the changing in labour market. With increasingly older people in the labour supply, the gap between age and productivity will rise. Other things equal, Lehman (1953b) states that there is a positive correlation between age and learning at younger ages as the productivity increases in science and athletics at age of 20s by reaching its highest level in 40s and starts to decline thereafter. Consequently, the change in age structure will be conducted with a change in total productivity, which is a result of selecting the jobs according to productivity. According to a survey carried out by Barth (1993), elder workers rated the survey as acquiring better skills and showing positive attitudes towards difficulties than the younger ones where they are facing problems with medical care costs and training for the new innovations.

Another option to balance the reverse effect of aging in population is to provide job opportunities that are under-represented in the labour force. The manifested group here is the women in the working age. Although there have been some contradictory solutions of this involvement as mitigating fertility, that may be a forceful alternative for preventing the decrease in the labour supply. Worldwide women live approximately 4.5 years more than men, which show a more dramatic outcome. Most of the centenary – oldest old- is women in the world on average. Although the discrimination and violence against women lack of access to health and medical care, low level of educational enrolment, even female infanticide and neglecting them in the society - especially in under-developed countries, women have higher life expectancy. In the next decades, if all of those circumstances are improved, the life expectancy of women will step up on men’s. On the other hand, women generally enter the workforce at older ages because of economic factors like lack of access to health care or inadequate income. In most of the developing countries, they still suffer from working without social contracts and in unhealthy working conditions. Older women are at the bottom of heap. They often do not have social security or insurance and face with more medical problems. Concerning all of those cases, it can be concluded that female labour force participation has to be boosted either by shortening the working hours with more flexible time periods or providing them a guarantee of getting the
same job and position after maternity. Yet, women’s position under these circumstances is one of the most significant factors while discussing the population aging in labour force participation.

The retirement and social security
Population aging may have a huge impact on national saving rates in many ways like changing the saving behavior of many people at different age level as well as not having sufficient saving on pension and health care. Although many of people are aware of this health insurance challenges for their future retirement age, they even do not try to protect themselves by saving or assets holding today to protect their increasing life expectancy. Therefore, predicted population aging is already straining public pensions and private health care systems in many countries, which is resulted with reduced benefits or increased taxes in the future. Of course, a variety of factors influence the percentage of pre-retirement income and pension a worker receives in the form of retirement benefits either in public or private pension. In addition to this pension benefit, some workers are unable to provide supplementary retirement income due to dissaving during their life time. As Diamond (1977) states inadequate savings would be a widespread phenomenon for elderly and distributed equally to the bottom of the income distribution. Since improvement in health has a contributing impact on ability to work until an advanced age, saving as well as consumption has significant effect on life-cycle of older people (Thurow, 1969).

However, economic participation drops sharply after the retirement age of 65 in countries with high pension coverage, which means the impact of population aging, is directly related to pension financing. It is very high in countries where public finances the pensions. There are many examples for this situation as East Asia and India. In East Asian countries, governments spend approximately 2 per cent of their GDP to pensions and it is expected to rise to 4 per cent till 2030. By 2050, the ratio will rise to nearly 8 per cent especially in South Korea, Taiwan and Japan. Pensions vary from country to country. In Latin America, as in most emerging countries, very few older people are covered with pensions since they cannot save for their elder life. By reason of mitigating fertility rates, less and less young workers can support old people (Mohan, 2004). In any case, social protection is the main activity that the
governments obtain to provide an efficient and better public support for growing as a safeguard in order to cover their health care.

Despite important steps of social protection and pension policies taken into consideration by governments to increase the wealth of older people, many emerging countries still show very small proportion and efforts for the older people needs and requirements. However, pensions are important, especially in developing countries, this coverage is ignored. On the other hand, countries like USA and Canada do not enhance the protection and still do not provide adequate income for older people’s retirement life. Even in some developed countries such as the United States, public pension programmes like Social Security may not provide sufficient income for most people during retirement. Many Latin American countries have using different pension systems. Coverage of employed people varies from 52 per cent in Brazil to 14 per cent in Paraguay. In some Latin American countries such as Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Uruguay, older people are richer compared to Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica and Mexico (Dethier, Pestieau and Rabia, 2010). One reason is that most of these Latin American countries obtain their pension system from Pay-As-You-Go – public oriented- to private individual social protection system to preserve their savings in case of any problems older people will face when they are elder (Corbo, 2004). So obligatory pension directly affects personal savings negatively whereas it is expected to give incentive to save more for older ages. However, India is another example for benefit- contribution pension, which is managed by government. Most workers in the formal sector - at about 10 per cent of the labour force- are involved in one of the pension programmes the government provides. These programmes consist of lump-sum pay-outs, annuities or a set of benefit contribution (Eide, Krause and Roses, 2001).

The common way of enhancing voluntary personal saving for retirement age has been implemented through tax incentives. Unfortunately, that may become very expensive and it can be applied more high-income earners. In general, people do not want to spend their whole working life just to make a contribution for voluntary personal saving pensions. They even do not know whether the plan is sufficient or not. The reason indeed depends on the life expectancy as well as the value of the pension, how long they will pay and at the end, how much interest they will earn from the saving. As the life expectancy differs by countries, the retirement ages differ as well. Such as the pension age is age 65 in most of the OECD countries whilst it is 60 in France, 62 in Hungary and will be 67 in the United States when the reform is applied (OECD, 2010).
On the other hand, it is known that pension systems vary across countries and every country uses different models. In general, governments obtain a mix of public and private pension model in which public pensions are legal and financed by PAYG principal. However, the private pensions in some countries are obligatory although most of the countries accept these funds to be paid voluntarily. That can be pushed forward either by employment based or personal saving pension. England, Canada and USA reach the aim of voluntarily employment based pension policy and approximately over 40 per cent of their employees get involved in this plan. Germany and Japan nearly reach this proportion. But still in France, Finland, Spain and Italy, less than 10 percent of employees are covered by voluntarily employment based pension plans (OECD, 2012).

There is great heterogeneity for retirement. Being successful or not is another moot point but as lower income people have very few assets or savings, the higher social security replacement rates at low incomes, the lower the asset income for future benefits. For instance, diversified policy options and plans could be revealed for retirement savings and security. On the other hand, encouraging later retirement by letting workers to prepare for a shorter retirement may be another solution. While deciding on the new forms of health insurance plans against the risks of longevity, requirement for long-term care, inflation, and unemployment concerns as well as the possibility of dissaving could also be taken into consideration. Forcing public and private pension with re-structured health insurance programs on more sustainable fundaments would be important subtitles to look over in laying a scheme.

All in all, the long-term objective of the developed countries is to make the their country the most dynamic knowledge based economy with a high economic growth that provides better jobs, health care and education. Especially, Scandinavian countries and also Germany are relatively providing more benefits either for older people or the ones withdrawals from the labour force earlier to have better pension system compared to other developed countries (Howse, 2006). In these countries, the increasing amounts of personal savings are directed towards pension funds for retirement. To offset the growth in demand for pension system due to increase in older people associated with population aging, social security system must be reformed. The reforms are debated and they will put into action before 2015.
Concluding remarks

There are many studies in the literature, including this one, showing that increasing population aging and declining fertility rates in the world are the critical issues if not getting overwhelmed. Population is a core determinant for development and if the life span is structured, old age begins in 60s which is the crucial age for retirement. From this time, the economic dependency will start till the end of their life. Of course, the policies influence the effect of aging on economic well-being of the older people. Further, the transfers from the working people to the retired are required, but it brings obstacles in many productive fields and their economical well being is lost. In regards to this, many of the younger people would be responsible for their older parents dependency. Since the demographic, social and economical changes have shown an alarming situation, the new legal and cultural efforts must be taken into account either by ceasing age discrimination or by enhancing older people to prolong workforce participation. Otherwise, the problem of social pension programmes and labor supply deficiencies will arise.

Among the most commonly used policy change is to regulate the social pension programs for retirement age. The major aim of these programs is to increase the share of older people who will benefit from coverage in their retired age. On the other hand, the debates about population aging need to focus on labor supply deficiencies and social pension programmes. In many countries, the early retirement from the workforce is induced, but reverting the fertility ratio or enhancing women to enter the labor force is often overlooked. If the main aim is to maintain the current level of labor supply in the labor market, countries would consider the productivity loss related to early retirement. Consequently, encouragements to rise women’s labor force participation be a solution for a significant growth in labor supply in all countries.

However, with this face of difficulties, there is more need for a substantial social protection program that specially addresses the requirements of older people in the wake of population aging. Although the projections demonstrate that the long term consequences of age population aims to increase the fertility rate and regulate the pension arrangements with adaptation of new standards, lack of financial constraints and political instabilities on health care system limit to change the current programmes. Since the countries could not tackle the demographic change with the reforms, there would be a gap between assessing the needs of older people and meeting those needs they require. In order to reduce this wedge, many countries are now reinforcing the improvement of current pension systems. As a result, workers could save for their retirement life. Countries might not be able to cover the full of needs of
old people, but they could assess the steps, re-design the programmes and change the situation to win-win scale. The results of the countries confirm the diversity of demographic changes in regards to policy challenges related to aging and pension system. All in all, the risk revealed by population aging might not bring a negative impact on social and economic trends if the essential policies are implemented. On the contrary, population aging would become a challenge. The countries values and reliances would encourage people to adapt the new arrangements, but embracement the programs from one country to another must be meshed alike countries’ precisions. As noted at the outset, policy makers should take consideration of these solutions in days to come.
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